Introduction and main results
Throughout the paper K denotes a fixed algebraically closed field of arbitrary characteristic. Let A be an associative finite dimensional AT-algebra with basis ai = 1, 02,..., a^, and the associated structure constants a^fc. For any natural number d, the affine variety modA(d) of (unital) d-dimensional right A-modules consists in the a-tuples m = (mi,..., ma) ofdxd matrices with coefficients in K such that mi is the identity and mirrij == ^m^a^-holds for all indices i and j. The general linear group G\d{K) acts on modA(d) by conjugation, and the orbits correspond to the isomorphism classes of d-dimensional A-modules. Denote by 0(m) the orbit of a point m in modA^d) and by M the A-module on K d given by m. By abuse of notation we also write M for the isomorphism class of M. Then TV is a degeneration of M if n belongs to the closure of 0{m) in the Zariski topology, and we denote this fact by M <deg N. It is not clear how There has been a work by S. Abeasis and A. del Fra, K. Bongartz, Ch. Riedtmann, and others (see [I] , [2] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [26] , [37] , [39] ) connecting ^deg with other partial orders ^exh ^virt and < on the isomorphism classes of A-modules which are defined as follows:
• M ^ext N ^ there are modules M^, Ui, Vi and exact sequences 0 -> Ui -^ Mi -V i ->• 0 such that M = Mi, M^+i = Ui (D Vi and N = Ms are true for some natural number s.
• M <virt N ^ M 9 X ^deg N 9 X for some A-module X.
•
M < N ^ [M, X] < [N, X] holds for all A-modules X.
Here and later on we abreviate dim;< HomA(Y, Z) by [V, Z] . Note that < is a partial order on the isomorphism classes of modules by a result of M. Auslander (see [8] Unfortunately, the converse implications are not true in general, and it is interesting to find out when they are. It is known that <ext and <: coincide for modules over representation-finite algebras whose Auslander-Reiten quiver has no oriented cycles (hence for representations of Dynkin quivers) and for representations of the Kronecker quiver (see [12] ). It is also the case for modules from the additive categories of standard quasi-tubes [37] . Recently it was shown that ^deg and <: coincides for all representations of tame quivers [14] and modules from the additive categories of standard multicoils [39] . Finally, we know also that <virt and < coincide for all modules over representation-finite algebras [26] , or more generally for all modules from the additive categories of generalized standard components of Auslander-Reiten quivers of arbitrary algebras [39] .
It is clear that if M <ext N then N is decomposable. In particular, for representationfinite algebras without oriented cycles in the Auslander-Reiten quivers, the indecomposable modules are not (proper) degenerations of another modules. On the other hand there are very simple representation-finite algebras for which there exist indecomposable modules M and N such that M <deg N. For example, if A is the bound quiver algebra KQ/I given by the quiver We show that there is a close connection between the above questions and the representation type of an algebra A and its geometric and homological properties.
Recall that by Drozd's remarkable Tame and Wild Theorem [16] the class of AT-algebras may be divided into two disjoint classes. One class consists of wild algebras whose representation theory is as complicated as the study of finite dimensional vector spaces together with two non-commuting endomorphisms for which the classification is a wellknown unsolved problem. The second class is formed by the tame algebras for which the indecomposable modules occur in each dimension in a finite number of discrete and a finite number of one-parameter families. More precisely, an algebra A is tame if, for any dimension d, there exists a finite number of AT^-A-bimodules Qi, 1 <, i < nŵ hich are finitely generated and free as left K [x] -modules and all but a finite number of isomorphism classes of indecomposable A-modules of dimension d are of the form
Qi for some A € K and some z. Let /^(ri) be the least number of ^f[a;]-A-bimodules satisfying the above conditions for d. Then A is said to be of polynomial growth if there exists a positive integer m such that /^(cO < : d^ for any d > 1. From the validity of the second Brauer-Thrall conjecture we know that an algebra A is representation-finite if and only if /^(cO = 0 for any d > 1. The path algebras of Dynkin and extended Dynkin (Euclidean) quivers are respectively representation-finite and representation-infinite of polynomial growth.
Our first result is the following theorem. Recall that following [17] an algebra A is called quasi-tilted if gl.dimA < 2 and for any indecomposable A-module X we have proj.dimX < 1 or inj.dimX < 1. The class of quasi-tilted algebras is wide and contains hereditary algebras, canonical algebras and their tilts (see [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [22] , [27] ). Recently all tame quasi-tilted algebras have been described by the first named author in [35] . Using this description we prove the following characterization of tame quasi-tilted algebras in terms of degenerations of modules. 
(lii) For any degeneration M <deg N of A-modules, the module N is decomposable.
We shall show also in the paper existence of many tame algebras (of polynomial growth and non-polynomial growth) of global dimension 2 having many degenerations M <deg N with M and N indecomposable modules.
Following [29] an algebra A is said to be strongly simply connected if it is triangular (the Gabriel quiver of A has no oriented cycles) and for any convex subcategory C of A the first Hochschild cohomology group ^(C.C) vanishes. Tame strongly simply connected algebras are presently extensively investigated. In particular, in [34] a representation theory of polynomial growth strongly simply connected algebras has been established. Our main result of this paper is the following theorem. (i) A is of polynomial growth. In the course of our proof of Theorem 4 we describe in fact all pairs M and N of indecomposable modules over polynomial growth strongly simply connected algebras for which M <deg N. In particular, if there is such a pair then there are infinitely many of them (see Proposition 4.7). Moreover, we will obtain also the following interesting fact. We mention that there is a rather efficient criterion for a strongly simply connected algebra to be of polynomial growth. Namely, it is shown in [34] that a strongly simply connected algebra A is of polynomial growth if and only if A does not contain a convex subcategory which is hypercritical or p^-critical. All hypercritical and ^-critical algebras are completely classified by quivers and relations in [38] and [25] .
We conclude the introduction with a characterization of tame algebras with directing indecomposable projective modules in terms of degenerations of modules. Recall that an indecomposable module X is called directing [27] 
Preliminaries on modules
2.1. Throughout the paper, by an algebra A is meant a finite dimensional AT-algebra, which we shall assume (without loss of generality) to be basic and connected. An algebra A can be written as a bound quiver algebra A ^ KQ/I where Q = QA is the Gabriel quiver of A and I is an admissible ideal in the path algebra KQ of Q. As is usual in representation theory, every algebra A = KQ/I will equally be considered as a 1^-category of which the object class is the set of vertices of Q, and the set of morphisms from x to y is the K-vector space KQ{x^y) of all linear combinations of paths in Q from x to y modulo the subspace J(rr, y) = I D KQ{x^ y). We shall call an algebra A triangular whenever its quiver QA has no oriented cycle. A full subcategory C of A is called convex (in A) if any path in QA with source and target in Qc lies entirely in Qc' 2.2. For an algebra A, we denote by mod A the category of finite dimensional right Amodules, by ind A the full subcategory of mod A formed by the indecomposable modules, by rad(modA) the Jacobson radical of mod A, and by rad°°(modA) the intersection of all powers rad'(modA), i > 1, of rad(modA). By an A-module is meant an object of mod A. [15] , [27] ). Following [31] a component C of TA is said to be generalized standard if rad°°(X, Y) = 0 for all module X and y from C. It is shown in [24] that every standard component is generalized standard. Finally, for a translation subquiver T of TA, we denote by add(F) the additive category given by F, that is, the full subcategory of mod A formed by all modules isomorphic to the direct sums of modules from r.
Following [26], for A-modules M and N, we set M < N if and only if [X, M] < [X, N]
for all A-modules X. The fact that < is a partial order on the isomorphism classes of A-modules follows from a result by M. Auslander (see [8] be an exact sequence in mod A. Following [26] we define the additive functions SM,N. 'M N-> ^s» ^s on A-modules X as follows:
From the Auslander-Reiten formulas (2.3) we get the following useful equalities:
for all A-modules X. Observe also that SM^W = 0 for any injective A-module J, and 8^ ^(P) = 0 for any projective A-module P. In particular, we get that the following conditions are equivalent: 
Proof. -If U is nonprojective, then the Auslander-Reiten sequence E( (7) induces an exact sequence
and hence we get
Similarly, we have [N, rU C U] -[N, E(U)\ = ^{N, U).
Then we obtain the equalitieŝ (7)).
Assume now that U is projective. Then HomA(M,rad?7) ^ rad(M, [/), and so
Similarly, we have [N,U}-[N^dU]=^N,U).
4® SfiRIE -TOME 31 -1998 -N° 2 Therefore, we get
because 8^ ^{U) = 0.
LEMMA. -Let r be a generalised standard component of an Auslander-Reiten quiver TA and M, N be modules from add(F) such that [M] = [N] and M ^r N. Then (i) If Xs-^-i -^ Xs -> ' ' • -^ X\ -f XQ is a sectional path in T and 8^ ^{Xo) -SM.N^X^} > 8^ ^{Xs) -8M,N{Xs-^-i), then there is 1 < i < s such that Xi is a direct summand of M.
(
ii) If ' ' ' -> X^ -> X-t -> XQ is an infinite sectional path in F and 8^ ^{Xo) > SM.N^X^), then there is i > 1 such that Xi is a direct summand ofM and 8^ ^{Xj) > SM^N^XJ^) for all
Proof. -(i) For each 1 < : j < : s, the module X,+i (B rXj--^ is a direct summand of E{X,). Then, by (2.7), we get
Hence, by our assumption, we havê
Consequently, /^(M,X^) > 0 and Xi is a direct summand of M, for some 1 < i < s.
(ii) We know from [39, (4.2) ] that there is k ^ 1 such that 8^^{Xk) = ^M,^(^fc+i) = 0. Take 5^1 minimal such that 8^ ^(Xs) < ^M,N(^s+i)-Applying (i) to the sectional path Xg+i -^ Xs -^ '' • -^ Xi -> XQ, we infer that there is 1 < i <: s such that Xi is a direct summand of M and 8^ ^v(Xj) > ^M,N(^j+i) for all 0 < j < %, by our choice of s.
2.9. We shall need also the following Lemma (3+3+2) from [4, (2.1)] and its direct consequence.
LEMMA. -Let
be short exact sequences in mod A. Then the sequence 
2.
10. An essential role in our investigations will be played by the following result due to Ch. Riedtmann [26, (3.4) ]. [27] ).
3.2.
Following [27] a translation quiver T of the form ZAoo/^) is called a stable tube of rank r. By a ray tube is meant a translation quiver F obtained from a stable tube T by insertion of finitely many rays. It has been proved in [23] that if B is an algebra and C a component of TB without injective modules, then C contains an oriented cycle if and only if C is a ray tube. Moreover, it is known (see [32] ) that if a ray tube C in TB is generalized standard then it is also standard. An indecomposable B-module R in a standard ray tube C of TB is said to be a 2-ray module if the support S{R) of the functor HomB(J2, -)|<; is the ^-linear category of the partially ordered set
given by two parallel infinite sectional paths of C. Here, by the support S{R) we mean the quotient category HR/IR, where Up is the full subcategory of indB consisting of modules M in C such that Hom^^, M) / 0, and Ip is the ideal of Up consisting of the morphisms f : M ^ N (with M, N in Hp) such that Hom^a, /) = 0. Proof. -Since C is standard, for all arrows ^ : X -> Y in C we may choose irreducible maps /^ : X -^ V in such a way that, if
PROPOSITION. -Let B be an algebra, C a standard ray tube in FB, R an indecomposable 2-ray module in C, A = B[R], and T the component of FA containing R. Take an arbitrary integer r > 2. Then there exist exact sequences
is a complete mesh in C, then /^/o, = /a//?-Further, it follows from our assumption on R that C admits a full translation subquiver , and calculating the corresponding cokemels, we infer that F admits a full translation subquiver V of the form It is easy to see that, for each l^^<r-l,we have in C a rectangle %i
4° SfiRIE -TOME 31 -1998 -N° 2 whose border is formed by the corresponding sectional paths. Observe also that, for each 1 < t < r -2, Ut is a proper full translation subquiver of %t+i. Fix t, 1 < t < r -1. We know that, for each mesh e Vt+i ----^ e Vt+i e ^+1 e Vi+i, 
3.4.
Following [25] an algebra A is said to be pp-critical (polynomial growth critical) if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) A is one of the forms
where B is a representation-infinite tilted algebra of the type Dm, m > 4, with a complete slice in the preinjective component of FB, and M (respectively, N) is a 2-ray module (respectively, 1-ray module) lying in a (standard) ray tube T of FB having m -2 rays, and t + 1 ^ 3 is the number of objects of B[N, t} which are not in B.
(2) Every proper convex subcategory of A is of polynomial growth. Then a p^-critical algebra A is tame minimal non-polynomial growth and gl.dimA = 2. The j^-critical algebras has been classified in [25] by quivers and relations. There are only 31 frames of such algebras. It follows from this classification that every pp-critical algebra A is simply connected (in the sense of [3] ) and the opposite algebra A°P of A is also p^-critical. Moreover, among the 31 frames of p^-critical algebras, only 16 are strongly simply connected. For more details on the module category of a p^-critical algebra we refer to [25] . Our interest in p^-critical algebras is motivated by the following criterion for the polynomial growth of strongly simply connected algebras proved by the first named author in [34] . Namely, a strongly simply connected algebra A is of polynomial growth if and only if A is tame and does not contain a convex subcategory which is p^-critical.
Since by an APR-tilting module [9] one can reduce a pp-critical algebra of the form B[N,t] to a ^-critical algebra B'[M\ (see [25] Proof. -Suppose that A is not tame. Then by the DrozcTs Theorem [16] A is wild, that is, denoting by K (x^y} the free K-algebra in two non-commuting variables x and y, there exists a K{x^ ^/)-A-bimodule M free and finitely generated as a left K{x^ ?/)-module such that the functor F == -^K{x,y} M : modK{x^y) -> mod A, where modK{x,y} is the category of finite dimensional right K{x^ y) -modules, preserves indecomposability and isomorphism classes of indecomposable modules. Let A be a p^-critical algebra. Then it is well-known that there exists a full exact embedding G : mod A -> mod K {x^ y). Hence we get a faithful functor FG : mod A -> modA which preserves indecomposability and isomorphism classes of indecomposable modules. We know from Corollary 3. 
Indecomposable degenerations in multicoils
4.1. In the representation theory of polynomial growth strongly simply connected algebras a crucial role is played (see [34] ) by a class of translation quivers (Auslander-Reiten components) called multicoils. A multicoil consists of a finite set of coils glued together by some directed parts. Moreover, a coil is a translation quiver obtained from a stable tube by a sequence of admissible operations. We refer to [5] , [6] , [30] for details concerning the admissible operations, coils and multicoils. We shall fix now some notation.
For a coil r its full translation subquiver I\ formed by all vertices lying on oriented cycles in r is also a coil (see [6, (3. 3)]). Moreover, I\ is cofinite in T. If F = I\, the coil F is said to be proper. For each vertex x C I\ there there exists a unique infinite sectional path
with source x, and a unique infinite sectional path 
LEMMA. -Let A be an algebra, T a proper coil in TA, M and N A-module s from add(F), and U an indecomposable A-module. Then (i) /.(TV, U) -/.(M, U) = SM^U) + 8^{U) -6^W -^v=u SM^{V). (ii) ^(7V, U) -^{M, U) = SM^U) + 6^{U) -SM^U) -^v=u <W^)-

Proof. -From Lemma 2.7 it is enough to show that
SM^E(U)) = S^^U) + ^ SM^V) = SM^V) + ^ S^(V).
sW->•-+•-»•->•--^
• cy where t = ^(A) ^ 2. In this case -s(A) and e(A) are said to be the starting and ending vertex of A, respectively. Observe that ^5(A) = (/^(A). Moreover, for i > 0 and 0 < j < t, there are in F meshes of the form
Further, for any 0 <_ i,j < t and k > 1, we have (not necessarily different) such that X = ^Y = ^Z for some numbers 0 <_ r < s. We assume first that there is 0 ^ k < s such that 6^ ^(^Z) < S^y=^fc^^M,N(^)-Let k be the maximal number with this property. Then
Applying Lemma 4.3(i) we get We use the notation of (4.5) and set t = t(A). We shall prove that A(fc, t -1, t -1) <deg A(^ 0,0). Applying Lemma 2.9 we get exact sequences
for any % > 0 and 0 < j < t -2. Applying Lemma 2.9 again, we get exact sequences
for % > 0 and t odd, and exact sequences for j > 0 and t even. Further, applying Lemma 2.9 to the exact sequences (3) and (5), for t odd, and to the exact sequences (4) and (6), for t even, we get the exact sequences 4.9. We conclude this section with some remarks on algebras whose Auslander-Reiten quiver admits families of standard coils. Recall from [27, (3. 1)] that a family T = (T^eJ of stable tubes of an Auslander-Reiten quiver I\ is called separating if the remaining indecomposable A-modules fall into two classes V and Q such that the following conditions are satisfied: (1) the tubes 71, i e J, are pairwise orthogonal and standard, (2) HomA(T,P) = HomA(Q,T) = HomA(Q,P) = 0, and (3) given any map from P to Q, and any % C J, then this map can be factored through 71. Recently it has been proved in [21] (see also [33] ) that an Auslander-Reiten quiver I\ admits a separating tubular family T = (T^)zej if and only if A is a concealed-canonical algebra [20] , that is, A ^ Endc(S), where C is a canonical algebra (in the sense of [27, (3.7) ] and S is a tilting (7-module being a direct sum of indecomposable (7-modules of positive rank. Moreover, if it is the case, then I is the projective line Pi (AT). Let A be a fixed concealed-canonical algebra and T = (T\)AePiW a separating family of stable tubes in I\. Consider now an arbitrary coil enlargement B of A in the sense of [7, (2. 2)] using modules from T. This means that there exists a sequence of algebras A = Ao, Ai,..., Am = B such that, for each 0 < j < m, Aj+i is obtained from Aj by an admissible operation with pivot either on a stable tube of T or on a coil of I\ obtained from a stable tube of T by means of the sequence of admissible operations done so far. It is shown in [7, (2.7) ] that FB admits a (weakly) separating family C = (C^AePiW °t pairwise orthogonal standard coil. In particular, for any short cycle X -^ N -> X in indB and A G Pi(^0, N e C\ if and only if X G C\. Hence, all degenerations M <deg N with N from C are described according to Proposition 4.7. We know also by [7, (4.2) ] that B is tame if and only if B is a multicoil algebra. If this is the case, then unique exceptional triangles in FB are those in the family C\, X € Pi{K). On the other hand, if B is wild, then, by Theorem 1, there are with Mi,..., Mr indecomposable A-modules, r < t holds. Then, by (3.4) and (3.5), A is tame and does not contain a convex subcategory which is p^-critical. Applying now [34, (4. 2)] we conclude that A is of polynomial growth.
5.3.
Proof of Theorem 6. -Let A be a strongly simply connected algebra. If follows from Theorem 4 that if for any degeneration M <deg N of A-modules, N is decomposable, then A is of polynomial growth. We know also that A is of polynomial growth if and only if A is a multicoil algebra [34, (4.1)]. Then each of conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) is equivalent to the condition: A is a multicoil algebra and there is no (proper) coil in FA which contains an exceptional triangle.
5.4.
Proof of Theorem 8. -Assume that A is an algebra such that every indecomposable projective A-module is directing. It is shown in [36, (4. 1)] that A is tame if and only if A is a multicoil algebra. Observe also that if a (proper) coil F of FA contains an exceptional triangle then F contains both a nondirecting indecomposable projective modules and a nondirecting indecomposable injective module. Therefore, A is tame if and only if, for degeneration M <deg N of A-modules, N is decomposable. 
